FREQUENCY  MODEL
5.40–6.00 GHz  137–261A–Z–F1–F2–F3–F4
5.80–6.50 GHz  137–265A–Z–F1–F2–F3–F4
6.00–7.00 GHz  137–262A–Z–F1–F2–F3–F4

NOTE: REPLACE "F1, F2, F3, & F4" NOTATION WITH NUMBER CORRESPONDING TO FLANGE TYPE DESIRED, AS SHOWN ON TABLE ABOVE.

FLANGE TYPE
1 = CPRG
2 = CPF
6 = UG COVER
7 = UG CHoke
8 = COVER-GRV.

FREQUENCY NOTES CORRECTED; ILLUSTRATION, FORMAT UPDATED.
PER E.C.N. 12–12–16–01 CORRECTED LENGTH FOR "261" MODEL WAS 8.50 / 5.50. FORMAT UPDATE.